
Dear colleagues and genuine friend,

This First IP Forum 11 - 12 - 13 is all about how we perceive it. Generally speaking, it was genuine

and full of excel and learn! First IP Forum 11 - 12 - 13 engraved IPRs in the UAE masterpiece, we

proudly felt the strong faith whenever doubt searched for believers.

You were the sunshine, the responsible and great leaders in every second during the Forum. VERY

WELL DONE. I am very proud of what we all did. I hope you are enjoying the same proud feelings!!!

Great effort from each one of you and great Forum's outcome. EXCELLENT in all means!!

As we all believe, the journey has just started and together we will make things better and will

continue this GREAT SUCCESS driven by trust and passion.

While I sincerely thank EACH ONE OF YOU, my learnings were so many among which are the

followings:

Also the wrong train leads us to the right station; Wrong flights allow us to learn and discover new

destinations; Wrong people bring us back to principles with full discipline; our strategy is how we

make it. While counterfeit is inevitable and combating it is optional, First IP Forum 11 - 12 - 13

exposed us to be firm, ensure full implementation of the laws and seek the destruction of every

single seized fake item!!!

Silence sometimes is the best talk!

Anger or hatred is like a fisherman's hook, it is very important for us to swim around it as a shark. In

conflict, be fair and generous. In governance, don’t try to control. In work, do what you enjoy. In IP

and consumer protection, never tolerate and be completely present.

The take off from the First IP Forum 11 - 12 - 13 started gradually and once we become high in the

sky, we will act as a falcon, enjoy freedom, be very proud of what we did and select where to land

with safety, trust passion and love.

With our unified team spirit and work, we confirm that the puzzle has been completed, the pain was

discovered and the curing medicine has been perfectly described by all of you being the great

speakers & panelists, sponsors, moderators and sincere audience from public and private sectors,

from in and outside the UAE.

Wishing you safe travels and back to work. God bless you all, bless this great country, its wise

supporting leaders, lovely citizens and residents.

With big hug, proud, respect and love, THANK YOU VERY MUCH and remain at your best.

Omar Shteiwi

BPG Chairman


